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Abstract 

The majority of non-contacting motion analysers process images of CCD cameras. Hard
ware based feature extraction can be utilised to alleviate the necessary computation: 
markers are attached to the landmark points of the moving objects and the marker im
ages are separated from the environment based on their high luminosity. Data reduction 
can be achieved by characterising the extracted marker images with the co-ordinates of a 
single point. When a spherical marker is used then the centre point of its image must be 
determined. Real-time motion analysers usually can afford simple data processing only. 
This explains that a simple geometric centroid calculation of binarised images is so popu
lar. The height and width of the marker images are used to charact!,!rise image distortion: 
these measures of ideal circular images are equal. This paper summarises the results of 
our theoretical research work. For the centre estimation of binarised images a new method 
with high accuracy, the ring fitting is recommended. Two methods are shown for the pro
cessing of distorted images. Both methods can recognise if a distorted image derives from 
the overlapping of two (or more) marker images. Furthermore, the methods gi\·e good 
estimates of the centres of the individual marker images. The features of multiple level 
thresholding for the \·ideo/digital conversion has also been studied. The results show that 
the achievable accuracy does not increase proportionally with the increase in resolution. 

Keywords: motion analysis. marker image processing. ring fitting, multiple level 
thresholding. 

Introduction 

The location of an object w-ith non-contacting methods is usually done with 
the help of video cameras. If some points of an object are marked, then 
the positions of the markers should be determined in order to characterise 
the actual location of the object. If three dimensionai location is required, 
then the markers are usually spherical. In this case their projection to 
a camera sensor does not depend on their actual position, it is always a 
disk. If two dimensional location is required, then fiat, disk shaped mark
ers can also be used. Motion analysis (FCR::\EE, 1989) is a good example 
for the 3D problem, while positioning of masks on printed circuit boards is 
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a 2D problem (BOSE and A:--IIR, 1990). The images of the markers on the 
camera sensor will be disks and their exact location requires that the cen
tre of the image be determined. The most frequently used method is ge
ometric centroid calculation (DI:'i:'i et al., 1970, TAYLOR et al., 1982). Al
though this method is simple, allowing easy real-time application, its accu
racy is moderate. Accuracy becomes especially important in motion anal
ysis when we need not only the position versus time function of marked 
points of an object but the derived parameters (velocity, acceleration, jerk) 
are also important. The noise amplification factol, NAF expresses the in
crease in the uncertainty of the value of a derived parameter as compared 
to the uncertainty of the mput data. Even with apparently accurate po
sition data (6.8/8 = 0.1 %) the uncertainty of acceleration, based on nu
merical differentiation might be unacceptable (in excess of 100 %) without 
special low-pass type filtering. This justifies the efforts invested in increas
ing the accuracy of determining the position of a marker. The ling fitting 
method has substantially better accuracy in centre estimation of circular 
binary images than the conventional methods, geometric centroid calcula
tion, circle fitting or template matching. 

The marker Images to be processed may be distorted by occlusion. A 
simple occlusion deteriorates the accuracy of the centre estimation meth
ods. If the occluding object is a marker itself, then the phenomenon is 
called overlapping. Having clustered the marker images none of the above 
mentioned methods is able to separate overlapping images, though while 
tracking several markers their trajectories may seem to intersect in the 
view of a camera. T\vo methods, based on the Hough transform have been 
studied to resolve the ambiguity caused by distorted images. Both meth
ods evaluate distorted and overlapping images reliably 

The accuracy of marker centre estimation can be increased substan
tially by increasing the resolution of digitisation while converting the ana
logue video output signal of a camera. Multiple level thresholding results 
in several bit data representation instead of the one bit representation of a 
binary image. A more accurate centre estimation can be reached based on 
grey-scaled data with less calculation as the application of the simple ge
ometric centroid calculation is sufficient. VVe have found, that increasing 
the resolution of video/digital conversion does not mean a proportional in
crease in the achievable accuracy. 

The research work has been based on simulation (J OBB . .\GY, 1993, 
JOBBAGY et al., 1994) but some results have also been tested using the 
P,ecision Motion Analysis System, PRLMAS. This passive marker based, 
non-contacting motion analyser is based on the video/digital conversion 
method first used at Delft University of Technology and first reported by 
(FUR:\EE, 1967). 
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Ring Fitting Method for Centre Estimation 

The analogue image of the CCD sensor is ,11gitised before any further pro
cessing. The digitisation is usually done c' comparing the analogue out
put signal of a CCD camera to a threshold evel. Pixels with a correspond
ing above threshold level video signal are C Clalified as covered (binary rep
resentation: 1) otherwise as uncovered (bi1 ary representation: 0). This is 
one bit AID conversion, the digitised datL can be further processed with 
relatively small computational effort, thus making real-time operation pos
sible. (Increased resolution during AID conversion will be analysed in the 
last section.) The centre of a marker image based on its binary image can 
only be estimated, as marker images with different radii and centres can 
cause the same binary image. Consequently the quantisation error of one
bit digitisation causes a deviation of the estimated centre of a marker image 
from the actual one. \"lhile using conventional centre estimation methods 
this deviation might be substantial as these methods do not take into ac
count that quantisation errors along the circumference of the marker image 
are not independent of one another. The ring fitting method (JOBB . .\GY, 
1993) gives an estimation of the centre of a binary marker image by con
sidering all the marker images that might have caused it. 

Fig. 1. A marker image on a CCD sensor surface (circle) and the resulting binary image 
(hatched pixels) 

Fig. 1 shows a circular marker image on the surface of a CCD sensor. 
The hatched pixels are qualified as covered during digitisation. Fig. 2 
summarises all the circular marker images that would result in the binary 
image of Fig. 1. These marker images are called covering images. A part 
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of the CCD sensor surface (the fraction of a pixel) is enlarged, the centres 
of possible covering images are within this part of the sensor. The radius 
of a covering image varies between the smallest possible value, Tmin and the 
longest possible value, Tmax. If the radius is fixed at a value Ti in between 
Tmin and Tmax then the centres of the covering images with radius Ti can 
be anywhere along a region. Fig. 2 relates the geometric centroids of these 
regions to the different radii. It is clear that the estimated centre point 
varies as a function of the supposed radius. It is also evident that the 
geometric centroid estimate of the binarised image in Fig. 1 is poor. 
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Fig. 2. Estimations for the centre of a circular image with different radii that might 

have caused the binary image in Fig. 1 

The ring fitting method considers all the possible covering images and 
selects the centre point that might have caused the marker image \vith 
the highest probability assuming that all the possible covering images are 
equally likely. This is the correct assumption if there is no a priori infor
mation about the parameters of a marker image, v{hich is the general case 
in processing marker images. Further details of the ring fitting method are 
given in (JOBB..\GY, 1993). 

Processing of Distorted Images 

The data from a CCD sensor is read out serially, one line after the other. 
The adjacent pixels in the same line, which are qualified as covered consti
tute a segment. Centre estimation requires the clustering of the segments, 
that belong to the same marker image. There are two different conditions 
for segment clustering. One makes decision based on the segment midpoint 
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a b c 
Fig. 3. Segments of distorted (a, b) and overlapping (c) images 

co-ordinates. The other checks whether the segments in two consecutive 
lines have covered pixels with the same horizontal co-ordinate. 

Fig. 3 shows three distorted marker images. Using the clustering 
method based on the segment midpoint co-ordinates splits the occluded 
images (a, b) into two and the two overlapping images (c) into three. Clus
tering according to the second condition does not split the (a, b) markers 
but takes the overlapping markers of (c) as if they were one marker. 

The Hough transform has been applied to process distorted images. 
Two (or more) overlapping marker images can be resolved and separate es
timates given for their centres. Consequently, the application of the sec
ond clusterisation algorithm is advantageous. \Vhen this algorithm clus
ters two (or more) overlapping marker images as if tney were one marker, 
the processing of the image will indicate that the Image IS composed of two 
(or more) marker image.:;. 

A survey on the Hough transform is given by (ILLI:\GWORTH and 
hITTLER, 1988) and (V. F. Leavers, 1993). If the radius of a marker image 
is known, then circles with this radius must be drawn around the points 
(pixe1 midpoints) along the circumference. If such a circle intersects a 
pixel, then the value in the accumulator, related to this pixel is increased 
by one. (The accumulators need to be zeroed prior to the application of 
the algorithm.) The method is demonstrated in Fig. {. 

Circles with the known radius are drawn around all the pixels along 
the circumference and then the contents of the accumulators are evaluated. 
The pixel with the largest number in its corresponding accumulator is the 
estimate for the centre of the original marker image. The method can be 
explained so that each point along the circumference of a marker image 
votes for the possible midpoint and finally that point is selected as the 
estimated centre that has the largest number of votes. This method is able 
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Fig. 4. The application of the Hough transform for centre estimation of a circle 

to estimate the midpoint of a distorted image with high accuracy. Subpixel 
resolution can be achieved by dividing the pixels around the midpoint into 
subpixel areas and counting the votes for these areas. However, a drawback 
of the method is that if the radius of the image is unknown (as is the case 
with marker images) then the votes must be collected assuming different 
radii. This means that instead of circles rings are drawn around the pixel 
midpoints along the circumference. The minimal and maximal assumed 
radius values, rmin and rmax are application dependent. The method can 
effectively be applied if the possible range of r, the ring width is small. -Too 
wide ring width deteriorates the accuracy. If one bit A/D conversion is used 
then the minimal ring width should not be smaller than one pixelside so 
that the real centre point can be covered from a point on the circumference. 

The radius information can be eliminated by making use of the fact 
that the perpendicular bisector of a chord in a circle crosses its centre. The 
intersecting point of two such bisectors can be considered as an estimate of 
the centre of the circle. The area around the centre point should be divided 
into sub-areas and that sub-area is considered to be the centre point that 
contains the maximum number of intersecting points. In case of a distorted 
marker image the intersecting points vote for the centre point. 

Not all the possible chords are used, only those of medium length. 
Too short chords (e.g. connecting adjacent pixel midpoints) introduce sub
stantial distortion as a result of the quantisation errors. In case of dis
torted images pixels far from each other not necessarily designate a chord: 
one pixel may be on the circumference of the ideal circular image while the 
other may be on the borderline of the distorted part. 
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(a) 

(b) 

(c) 
Fig. 5. Estimates of the centres of two o\·erlapping images: the original image (a), 

estimates using the classical version of the Hough transform (b) and estimates 
using the perpendicular bisectors ( c) 
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Fig. 6. The coverage of pixels on the CCD sensor surface 

The results are demonstrated in Fig. 5. The horizontal plane is the 
plane the camera perceives. The vertical axis shows the votes for the cen
tre( s) of the marker images along the horizontal plane. The figure demon
strates that both methods can process distorted images very effectively, 
with approximately the same accuracy. 

Increasing the Resolution of Digitisation 

The accuracy achievable with real time on-line systems can be improved 
by introducing the several bit A/D conversion of the analogue video signal. 
To check 1vhether several bit A/D conversion of the video signal is SUlt

able for image processing needed in marker based motion analysis, we have 
developed a set of simulatlOn programs. The core of the simulation pro
grams is a routine which provides the exact coverage of pixels of the CCD 
sensor (an example is shown in Fig. 6, where the coverage of each pixel is 
expressed in percentage) when a marker image projected onto it. 'Ne call 
coverage the following fractlOn: 

area_covered_by image 
Coverage = ----------

totaLarea_oLthe_pixel 
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The simulation is based on the physical model of the CCD sensor, 
that is why the coverage of an actual pixel is proportional to the charge 
gathered on the surface of that pixel, and that is why it is also proportional 
to the analogue video signal corresponding to that pixel. This program 
can simulate the analogue video signal if the position of a marker image is 
given. The next routine of the simulation is the one which simulates the 
A/D conversion. The quantisation made with resolution 'n', which means 
that the digitisation has 'n -1' threshold levels, so n = 2 means 1 bit, n = 4 
means 2 bit, n = 8 means 3 bit etc. A/D conversion respectively. The value 
we get after quantisation can also be interpreted in different way. Let us 
divide the surface of a pixel to 'n' equal subparts. The number of covered 
subparts of the pixel is equal to the digitised value of the corresponding 
coverage. 

The mechanism of simulation is shown in Fig. 7. 

Generating 
(Xa, Ya), R 

values 

Evaluating 
the exact 
coverages 

AID 
conversion 

Fig. 7. The elements of the simulation programs 

Image 
processing 

Xe. Ye 
estimated 

centre 
co-ordip.ates 

X a, Ya and R are the parameters of the actual marker image, X e, Ye are the 
estimated centre co-ordinates. Maximum value of coverage corresponds to 
a pixel totally covered by a marker image, the minimum value corresponds 
to a pixel not covered at all. Values between maximum and minimum 
correspond to pixels partly covered by a marker image. The greater is the 
value we get, the higher is the covered area of that pixel. We used weighted 
averaging for the centre estimation, where the weights are the coverages of 
the pixels. The X, Y co-ordinates of the estimated centre Pe are: 

Xestirn = (1) 

Yestirn = (2) 

where the weighting factor Weighti is the corresponding coverage of a pixel, 
N is the total number of partly or fully covered pixels, Xi, Y; are 'the 
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midpoint co-ordinates of the corresponding pixel. If we use 1 bit A/D 
conversion, i.e. the weights can only be 1 and 0, we get the well known 
geometric centroid estimation. Several bit A/D conversion of the analogue 
video signal can provide input data for other estimation methods as well. 

To characterise the accuracy estimation with weighted geometric cen
troid the expected value of the distance between the actual and the esti
mated centre points was used. It means that the smaller is the above men
tioned expected value, the more accurate is the centre estimation. 

dev(r, resolution) = E{d(Pa, Pe)} (3) 

where Pa means the actual, and Pe means the estimated centre of marker 
image. The accuracy of the estimation increases if the radius of the marker 
image increases because the greater image means that more pixels are in
volved in the averaging. The increase in resolution during digitisation can 
be interpreted as the use of smaller subpixels instead of the real ones. That 
is similar to the case when we use marker images with bigger radius i.e. 
with the increase of 'n' the decrease of 'dev(r, resolution)' is expected. 

" I de\ (r,resolution) 

1 

Fig. 8. Both the marker image radius and the reoolution of digitisation influence the 
accuracy of the estimation 

The result of the simulation (Figs. 8 and 9) shows that the accuracy 
improves with the number of bits used in video signal quantisation. There 
is a big improvement when changing from 1 bit to several (2,3) bit A/D 
conversion and it slows down using more (5,6 .. ) bit A/D conversion (Figs. 9 
and 10). Fig. 10 shows the accuracy in the range of 1 to 4 bit digitisation. 
This range seems to be suitable for use in image processing. The simulation 
also provided the theoretical limit (Fig. 11) of accuracy achievable with 
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Fig. 10. The dependence of 'de\"' on the resolution of digitising 7l = 2 ... 16 

weighted centroid estimation. The theoretical limit is the case when the 
coverages are exactly known, they are not approximated by digitisation. 
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